Abstract The genetic code is implemented by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS). These 20 enzymes are divided into two classes that, despite performing same functions, have nothing common in structure. The mystery of this striking partition of aaRSs might have been concealed in their sterically complementary modes of tRNA recognition that, as we have found recently, protect the tRNAs with complementary anticodons from confusion in translation. This finding implies that, in the beginning, life increased its coding repertoire by the pairs of complementary codons (rather than one-by-one) and used both complementary strands of genes as templates for translation. The class I and class II aaRSs may represent one of the most important examples of such primordial senseantisense (SAS) coding (Rodin and Ohno, Orig Life Evol Biosph 25: 1995). In this report, we address the issue of SAS coding in a wider scope. We suggest a variety of advantages that such coding would have had in exploring a wider sequence space before translation became highly specific. In particular, we confirm that in Achlya klebsiana a single gene might have originally coded for an HSP70 chaperonin (class II aaRS homolog) and an NAD-specific GDH-like enzyme (class I aaRS homolog) via its sense and antisense strands. Thus, in contrast to the conclusions in Williams et al. (Mol Biol Evol 26:445-450, 2009), this could indeed be a ''Rosetta stone '' gene (Carter and Duax, Mol Cell 10:705-708, 2002) (eroded somewhat, though) for the SAS origin of the two aaRS classes.
Introduction
Watson-Crick pairing of complementary nucleotides is the most essential feature of life. Obviously, the replication process is based on it, and so are transcription and translation. On a more subtle level, the very paradigm of preprotein RNA life may be also founded on this pairing. Indeed, the G-C and A-U complementarities determine folding of each transcript in a two-dimensional structure that shapes specific catalytic and other functional centers; therefore, in the ''RNA world'' this folding would actually unfold the genetic information contained in genes-thus, it appears that the replication/transcription and coding were the two sides of the same coin for riboorganisms.
The emergence of the genetic code (Table 1) led to the separation of the information carriers (nucleic acids) from the functional entities (proteins), thus radically changing the dynamics of molecular evolution. Nevertheless, complementary base-pairing remained fundamentally important. The code is not implemented directly, but via its adaptors, transfer RNAs (tRNAs), by means of specific enzymes, the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS). It is the aaRSs that de facto activate amino acids for protein synthesis and implement the genetic code by recognizing and attaching a proper amino acid to the CCA3 0 terminus of the acceptor stem of tRNAs with corresponding anticodon(s). Specificity of the attachment is determined mostly by the ''determinator base'' and first three base pairs of the acceptor, adding up to what have been defined as an ''RNA operational code'' (Schimmel et al. 1993) . Intriguingly, the aaRSs are divided into two classes with sterically complementary modes of tRNA recognition-from the minor (class I) and major (class II) groove sides of the tRNA acceptor stem (Fig. 1) .
Avoidance of the proverbial chicken-or-egg paradox has led to the prevailing assumption that the coding system as a whole (with all tRNAs and aaRSs) could have originated solely in a complex, metabolically and catalytically rich, RNA world (Crick 1968; Orgel 1968; Szathmary 1999) . On the other hand, a principle of evolutionary continuity suggests that the emerging code must have inherited fundamental properties of complementary base-pairing from any preceding, protein-free RNA life (Rodin and Rodin 2006a, b) .
In particular, one would hope to find imprints of the primordial complementarity in the codon-to-aa assignment (Table 1) itself, as well as in the structure of tRNAs and aaRSs. Such imprints have indeed been observed: (i) In the code itself-in its complementary symmetry (Table 1 ) and the latent internal sub-code ( Fig. 1 ) consistent with the existence of the two mutually complementary modes of tRNA aminoacylation Rodin 2006b, 2008; ). Stop codons are shown yellow since the cases when amino acids ''capture'' them are mostly from class I (Knight et al. 2001) . Codons AGG and AGA are assigned to blue Ser or Gly (not to yellow Arg), as they are in mitochondria (ibid.) Lys is colored in lighter shade of blue because some archaebacteria use class I synthetases for this amino acid (Ibba et al. 1997) . Aromatic amino acids, Phe and Tyr, with their mode of tRNA aminoacylation contradicting the class aaRS membership, are italicized (from ) Fig. 1 The subcode for two sterically mirror modes of tRNA recognition by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. a The condensed rearranged representation of the genetic code ( 0 U and R3 0 nucleotides allows us to show that in fact this sub-code minimizes a risk of confusion of tRNAs with complementary anticodons by aaRS, no matter are the latter real proteins or their putative ribozymic precursors. Other symbols: N and complementary B denote all four nucleotides, R purine (G or A), Y pyrimidine (C or U). For details, see Rodin 2006b, 2008) . b The tRNA cloverleaf with complementary halves that are colored yellow (5 0 -half) and blue (3 0 -half), in accordance with the sub-code (a). Arrows show the two sides from which the putative ribozymic precursors of class I and class II p-aaRSs approached the proto-tRNAs. The 2nd bases of triplets in the acceptor stem (marked red) and the anticodons show the concerted dual complementarity that may point to a common ancestor of the two codes they represent, the operational and classic ones, respectively (Rodin et al. 1996 Rodin and Rodin 2006a) . The 3 0 -strand of the acceptor arm represents the presumable ancestral palindrome self-templating and duplication of which readily form the extant tRNA cloverleaf, S = G or C ; see Rodin and Rodin (2009) for details) (ii) In pairs of tRNAs with complementary anticodonsin the concerted complementarity of 2nd bases in their acceptor stems. This dual complementarity suggests that the operational code of tRNA aminoacylation (the one associated mostly with the acceptor stem) (Schimmel et al. 1993 ) and the classic genetic code per se (associated with anticodons) diverged from a common ancestor (Rodin et al. 1996) . Moreover, since translation without coding is impossible, as is ''foresight'' evolution in general [reviewed in Maynard Smith and Szathmary (1995) and closely related to the notion of ''retrospective coronation (Dennett 1995)] , we arrive at the hypothesis that these aspects of the contemporary code likely preceded the origin of translation (Szathmary 1993 (Szathmary , 1999 . For example, the RNA world could use some amino acids as cofactors of ribozymes (ibid.) A closer analysis of the sub-code for two aminoacylation modes of tRNAs and possible palindromic structure of their minimal precursor strongly supports the pre-translation codeancestor origin hypothesis ). (iii) In the possible origin of two aaRS classes-their inframe coding by complementary strands of the same primordial gene (Rodin and Ohno 1995) . This is, in fact, the central focus of the present study. First, we will consider the general issue of ancient senseantisense (SAS) coding and how it may have contributed to the evolution of the earliest proteins. Second, we will address a more singular issue: does the HSP70 gene in Achlya klebsiana, with its presumptive NAD-specific DGH2-like complement, indeed serve, as claimed by Carter and Duax (2002) [but recently challenged by Williams et al. (2009)] , as a ''Rosetta stone'' for sense-antisense origin of two aaRS classes? Our answer to this instructive polemic is an unequivocal Yes.
The Hypothesis of Ancient Sense-Antisense Coding: the (Dominating) Pros and Cons
Basic Premises
There are many reasons to believe that SAS coding may have had significant selective advantages, and hence have been common at the beginning of the ''ribonucleoprotein world''. First, the codon-to-aa assignment (Table 1) is apparently non-random: similar triplets encode similar amino acids (with the third base being the least specific), thus minimizing negative effects of base substitutions. However, does the real code outrank all other (possible) codes in this respect? Since the code's deciphering in the 1960s, there was no shortage of attempts to answer that question largely by testing the codes for robustness (sensitivity) to translation errors. Remarkably, although the real code is certainly more robust than the vast majority of random ones (Freeland and Hurst 1998), even among the codes of the same block structure and degree of degeneracy, the real code turned out to be certainly not the best (Novozhilov et al. 2007) . One can propose a number of explanations for this sub-optimality (see reviewers ' comments in Novozhilov et al. (2007) ); most of these apologetics invoke the event of an original frozen accident and subsequent selection for robustness to translation errors.
In our opinion, there is one further, perhaps gamechanging, explanation that has not been called upon yet. The very criteria used in such comparisons are associated with how the fidelity of translation impacted protein stability. In particular, customarily the only codes chosen to perform the robustness analysis upon are those possessing the same degree of degeneracy. This choice is dictated by the fact that the third base of the codon makes the smallest contribution to the specificity of its recognition by anticodon. However, the irrationality of ''foresight evolution'' argues for a pre-translational origin of the code (Szathmary 1993 (Szathmary , 1999 . Therefore, when we consider the very first (and the most crucial, actually) steps of the code's formation, references to proteins and translation simply do not make sense. Accordingly, if the RNA life did manage to start up the code development process before translation emerged, and if we define the code ''fitness'' with respect to its compliance to the translation machinery, then why would one be surprised by the seeming inferiority of the real code to the possible ones more adapted to translation?
Indeed, probably long before the origin of translation, the genetic code had already fixed such basic (and, one would think, translation-ineradicable) features as the triplet codon size and the two complementary modes of tRNA aminoacylation that take into account the invariant U and A/G nucleotides flanking the anticodon from 5 0 and 3 0 -sides, respectively ). If so, the translation machinery evolving to ''fit'' the earliest code makes no less sense than the code evolving to fit the translation. Further analyses are needed to set apart (in a more concrete fashion) these pre-and co-translational stages in the origin of the genetic code. However, there is no doubt that it was the latter, code-to-translation, co-adaptation when the 1st and 3rd codon bases have become eventually nonequivalent. Until that change, considering any constraints imposed on the SAS coding makes little sense. It thus appears that the hypothesis of a pre-translation shaping of the genetic code strengthens the hypothesis of primordial SAS coding.
Second, in-frame coding on both strands doubles the potential number of proteins in the genome-an advantage that was especially crucial for the error-prone RNA world, because frequent errors during RNA replication (transcription) imposed strong constraints on the genome growth, and translation errors likely limited proteins to molten globules with rudimentary functionality. And even though the SAS coding for the two proteins in the same frame hobbles their co-evolution, at that time, ''the need to make maximum use of sequence space'' (Kuhns and Joyce 2003) might have significantly outweighed the lack of evolutionary freedom.
Although they seem substantial from a contemporary perspective, disadvantages of SAS coding for evolution of the first proteins should not be overrated. Compared to randomized codes, by being less sensitive to mutations in flanking, 1st vs. 3rd, codon positions, the real code actually favors the SAS coding until one of the complementarily encoded proteins gains a decisive function(s) making further parallel improvements very difficult (if at all possible) to accomplish (Konechny et al. 1993; Rodin and Rodin 2006a, b) .
Moreover, the best contemporary evidence suggests that simple binary patterning of hydrophilic versus hydrophobic amino acids produces molten globules at high frequency with a rich variety of promiscuous catalytic activities (Kamtekar et al. 1993; Patel et al. 2009) . Thus, at a time when selection was predominantly based on an ability to form protein secondary structures, the importance of such binary patterns, determining a-helices or b-strands, would have dominated. Further, the code in Table 1 possesses an elaborate inversion symmetry (Zull and Smith 1990; Fig. 2) that assures the preservation of binary patterns, with inversion, on the opposite strand. Thus, gene products from opposite strands likely doubled the frequency of rudimentary activities, and served as a '''feedstock'' for evolution' (Patel et al. 2009 ). Thus, although initially counterintuitive, sense/antisense coding appears to offer very efficient exploration of sequence space in the context of a translation system with limited fidelity, as expected for the earliest biological genes.
Third, as noted previously (Pham et al. 2007 ), sense/ antisense coding offers the decisive advantage of linking the gene products, assuring that they are expressed together in a cell-free environment. This advantage would have been especially important for the ancestral class I and class II synthetases, whose amino acid specificities are for large nonpolar and small hydrophilic side chains, respectively, and would both have been necessary to produce molten globules.
Fourth, it is only after the 1st and 3rd codon bases have become nonequivalent that any constraints at all are imposed on SAS coding. When the first proteins appeared as relatively nonspecific, binary-patterned molten globules, it is likely that only the central codon position was crucial Zull and Smith (1990) ). Codons for hydrophobic ''core'' amino acids are invariably antisense to polar amino acids found almost exclusively on protein surfaces. This arrangement is especially suited to producing molten globular gene products from both strands of a SAS gene. Note also that Proline and Glycine share one SAS codon-anticodon pair, such that a turn specified by a Pro-Gly sequence on one strand will be preserved on the opposite strand. The three groups represent the four patterns of pairs of complementary codons (and, symmetrically, anticodons) described in Rodin and Rodin (2006b) , in discussion of their relative ambiguity in a strandsymmetric RNA world while the flanking 1st and 3rd ones might have been almost equal in their irrelevance (see Fig. 2 ). This happened long before the final shaping of the code itself, and certainly before the punctuation signs for initiation and termination of translation were established. We would like to note in this regard that perhaps it is hardly a coincidence that the starting AUG (sometimes GUG) triplet and the terminal UAR ones are complementary to each other at the central position.
Fifth, since we are talking about the very dawn of RNA ? protein life, when encoded proteins and more specifically catalytic functions were only just about to emerge-in this uninhabited protein space there was hardly any ''competition''-every RNA sequence, as well as its complement, were equally capable of serving as first templates for protein synthesis. In other words, in the beginning, it served little purpose to differentiate ''?'' and ''-'' RNAs into a sense (true mRNA) and antisense sequences; potentially, both could ''make sense''. Above all, it is the innovative potential of this primordial SAS coding that is worthy of emphasis. Indeed, in the extant code (Table 1) , mutations of the 2nd base of codons are apparently less conservative than mutations of flanking (1st and 3rd) ones, and it is the pairs of complementary codons that show the most pronounced difference between original and new amino acids (Rodin and Ohno 1997) . Furthermore, the SAS-encoded proteins would co-evolve smoothly if mutations at the flanking (1st and 3rd) codon positions were selectively equal, whereas in reality the 1st codon position is more functionally important (and, therefore, more evolutionary conservative) than the 3rd one. However, when making such judgments, we tacitly assume the pressure of the negative (purifying) selection. That only makes sense if life has already achieved something valuable to protect. We have already mentioned though that at the beginning, evolution of proteins and the coding and translation system per se was much more creative, driven by the natural selection acting not so much against as rather in favor of novelty-prone mutations (Zhu and Freeland 2006) . The remarkable feature of the SAS coding of first proteins in general, and two p-aaRSs in particular, is that it extended the opportunity for life to experiment (by mutating the codons' 1st positions) with one protein, and at the same time to ''hold still'' (due to synonymous 3rd bases) its mirror complement (Rodin and Rodin 2006b ). Furthermore, the code itself might have expanded via this route from the original complementary core (Fig. 1a) in the duration of a short, yet ''decisive'', period of time (see also Rodin and Rodin (2008) ; ). It should be noted here that the scenario of the code genesis starting from the complementarily encoded amino acids (such as Gly, Ala, Asp, and Val) is consistent with the extended coevolution scenario (Di Giulio 2008).
At any rate, from a purely chemical point of view, the complementary strands are undistinguishable. What makes the strands asymmetric is emerging information content for proteins. Indeed, among the other conceivable causes [reviewed in Maynard Smith and Szathmary (1995) ], it was the fully developed genetic code and translation machinery that developed sufficiently, to have broken the original symmetry of the two strands with regard to the ability to code for proteins (Rodin and Rodin 2006a, b; ).
It is exactly for these reasons that, as soon as the code's well-known near-universal structure (Table 1) had been mostly established, translation of both strands in the same frame had become an obstacle to their evolution. This made the differentiation into the sense and antisense strands inevitable, and it would make it literally a miracle to encounter, in any extant genome, a pair of very old proteins still encoded by the complementary strands in the same frame.
While not necessarily defying such a development (see below), if a gene shows any indirect sign of SAS coding (a long AS-ORF, for example) one might, at first, look for a more mundane interpretation. Of special interest in this regard is the very significant number of short chain dehydrogenase genes that have extended, in-frame ORFs on their complementary strands (Duax et al. 2005 ).
Origins of Complementary Motifs in Different Proteins: Palindromes Versus SAS Coding
Two primary sources of sequence complementarity displayed by proteins are conceivable: one is direct SAS coding (Fig. 3a) , and another one is indirect, due to palindromes (Fig. 3c) . The difference is that palindromic sequences are self-complementary and therefore necessarily encode identical oligopeptides on both strands (Yomo and Ohno 1989; Ohno and Yomo 1991; Ohno 1991; Rodin and Ohno 1995) , whereas it is not required in case of SAS. Importantly, such palindromic oligopeptides are widespread in contemporary genomes, track back to very ancient times (genetic code shaping, or even earlier, Ohno 1991) and were most likely alternating arrays of hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids (Fitch and Upper 1987; Ohno 1987; Rodin et al. 1993a, b) . SAS coding therefore provides an enhanced mechanism for the modular expansion of quite simple peptides into more elaborate and functional peptides and proteins [see, for example, Trifonov (2005) ].
Obviously, consecutive duplications of an initial palindrome might extend the region of self-complementarity, even significantly so. If, at some step, the duplicates begin to evolve as independent protein-encoding genes, and if their independent divergence ends up eroding (but not yet unrecognizably) the originally identical oligopeptides, it eventually would become very difficult to distinguish the A and C pathways (Fig. 3) . One should keep in mind, though, that the palindromic and SAS models are not fully mutually exclusive, because it is the SAS coding that provides the very origin of palindromic oligopeptide genes (Fig. 3c) . After all, any hairpin in mRNA might originate by selftemplating, which if it coincides with the translation frame is in essence equivalent to SAS coding (Fig. 3c) .
Remarkably, the most fundamental molecule of lifetRNA-might also have originated in the same way, with the primordial short palindrome (Fig. 1b) serving as a primary building brick. The detailed models of its gradual expansion into the final cloverleaf are reviewed in .
SAS Origin of Two aaRSs
All tRNAs have the same two-dimensional cloverleaf-and three-dimensional L-like shape. In contrast, the two classes of aaRSs have nothing common in their one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional structures. Not surprisingly, it has been a popular opinion that two archaic independent translation systems corresponding to classes I and II (for 10 amino acids, each) operated independently and fortuitously merged later, producing a complete repertoire of aaRSs for the canonical set of 20 amino acids. However, when one looks more closely at this seemingly appealing scenario (''earliest molecular symbiosis''!), it immediately presents many serious inconsistencies [reviewed by Rodin and Ohno (1995) ; see also Carter and Duax (2002) ]. We mention just one: the most evolutionary conserved (and, likely, oldest) catalytic signature motifs in the two aaRSs classes are made predominantly of amino acids activated by the opposite class (Rodin and Ohno 1995) . For example, the class I motifs are constructed from P,H(2),G,K(2),D, and S(2) (all activated by class II aaRS) with only a single I and M. The class II catalytic residues include E(2) and R(2-3), which are activated by class I enzymes. As acyl group activation is, by many orders of magnitude, the most significant kinetic barrier to protein synthesis in the absence of catalysts that function seemingly must have evolved simultaneously for the two classes (Pham et al. 2007) .
Fifteen years ago a hypothesis, aiming to reconcile these contradictions, was put forward: what if the ancestors of both aaRS classes were encoded (in the same frame) by complementary strands of one primordial gene (Rodin and Ohno 1995) ? Indeed, when aligned head-to-tail, the regions with conserved signature motifs from the opposite aaRS classes do appear as complementary images of each other (ibid). Remarkably, our subsequent findings for tRNAsthe concerted complementarity of the acceptor's 2nd bases with complementarity of anticodons (Rodin et al. 1996 Rodin and Rodin 2006a )-independently pointed to the primary growth of codon repertoire by means of complementary pairs, thus making it perfectly consistent with the SAS origin of the two classes of synthetases.
Subsequently, after the complementary transformation of the conventional code table, we have identified the internal latent sub-code (see Table 1 and Fig. 1a Fig. 3 The primordial SAS coding, gene duplications and complementarity of the diverged extant duplicates. a The ancient in-frame SAS coding imposed strong constraints on evolution of complementary strand-genes (thick green and blue arrows). A duplication releases the daughter copies from these constraints. Their subsequent divergence with gradual silencing of the opposite strands (thin arrows) results eventually in two different genes (with sense strands, shown by thick arrows and antisense strand, shown by punctuated arrows) that may retain fingerprints of the original complementarity (on the right). b The classic scheme of gene duplication without the primordial SAS coding: the diverged extant genes show no complementarity in anti-parallel ''head-to-tail'' alignment. c The same as b but the original gene was a self-complementary palindrome. In this case, the extant offspring genes may also still display some complementarity derived from the original palindrome even though the latter had no SAS coding. However, the palindrome per se suggests possible descent from preceding SAS-encoded pairs of segments (shown in brackets by thick mini-arrows) that merged to constitute the gene duplicated later as a whole, i.e., the variant c is in fact a combination of the primordial SAS (a) and classic scheme of gene duplication (b) 2008; see also Carter (2008) , Delarue (2007) : the sub-code minimizes the risk of confusing primordial adaptors with complementary anticodons. These relationships are highlighted in Fig. 2 , which relates the biophysical properties associated with protein folding of the corresponding codon-anticodon pairs. All this necessarily implies great antiquity of both modes of tRNA aminoacylation-the ribozymic precursors of both class I and class II aaRSs (r-aaRS) having already recognized the complementary halves of tRNAs (most likely via W-C pairing). Accordingly, it would make sense to assume that class I and class II r-aaRSs have been complementary to each other as themselves, at least in their tRNA-binding segments. Later, when the code's complementary core had already been established, the iso-functional proteins (p-aaRS) replaced the r-aaRSs. The principle of evolutionary continuity dictates, and the analyses do indicate, that the p-aaRSs inherited precisely the same two modes of tRNA aminoacylation and, accordingly, had to be of two complementary types as well (Rodin and Rodin 2008) .
In our opinion, the two putative complementarily symmetric r-aaRSs coevolved concertedly, with the gradual elongation of the initial short palindromes into the eventual pair of tRNAs with complementary anticodons ; see Rodin and Rodin 2009 for details). A relic related to such r-aaRS may persist in contemporary biology as the ''t-box'' riboswitch (Henkin 2009 ). This riboswitch apparently recognizes both the 3 0 acceptor stem and the anticodon of the tRNA whose expression it regulates. It is an existence proof that ribozymes can possess these functions, and is hence substantive evidence that r-aaRS may have existed.
At some point, well before the code gained its complete codon repertoire, the first complementarily encoded oligopeptides appeared, including precursors of the two p-aaRS classes, which apparently accelerated the rate of amino acid activation by a substantial amount (Pham et al. 2007 ). Most likely, being better catalysts, these two minimalist p-aaRSs accelerated the evolution of the code itself Rodin 2006a, 2008; Schimmel and Beebe 2006; Pham et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, it does not seem too much of a speculation to propose that the gene for the very first p-aaRSs was just a r-aaRS gene duplicate. Importantly, in the RNA world, because of W-C pairing, any RNA sequence always carries a complementary message. Therefore, elongation (by selftemplating and/or duplicating) of one r-aaRS necessarily entails elongation of its complement, and the same is true for the proteins they are coding for. This is also consistent with (1) the stereochemical theory of direct aa-anticodon affinity (Yarus 1998; Yarus et al. 2005) , (2) the r-aaRS ? p-aaRS transitions maintaining the same mode of tRNA aminoacylation Rodin 2006b, 2008) , and (3) the possible initial function of two ''minimalist'' complementary p-aaRS precursors-protection of the ancestor acceptor stem via simultaneous covering it like ''shaperones'' from the minor and major groove sides (Ribas de Pouplana and Schimmel 2001a, b) . The pairs of ''shaperones are quite selective: their formation correlates with the subdivision of each p-aaRS class in three subclasses (ibid)-the subdivision that in turn is consistent with the dual complementarity of ancestral tRNAs ).
To conclude this overview of the primordial SAS coding, recall that, as we have already emphasized, an extant gene showing an indirect sign of SAS coding (such as a long AS-ORF) does not necessarily imply its SAS origins. At first glance, the recent analysis of the HSP70 gene in A. klebsiana (Williams et al. 2009 ) gives such a lesson. However, at a closer inspection, the reality appears much more intriguing.
Is the HSP70 Gene in A. klebsiana a Rosetta Stone for the Sense-Antisense Origin of Class I and Class II aaRS?
In our opinion, the arguments presented below provide a positive answer.
This gene (that codes for the heat shock protein) is of particular interest because: (1) its antisense strand has a long reading frame, supposedly coding for a stress-inducible, NAD-specific glutamate dehydrogenase (NAD-GDH) (LeJohn et al. 1994 ) and (2) the NAD-GDH and HSP70 are homologous to the class I and class II aaRSs, respectively (Carter and Duax 2002) . However, recently Williams et al (2009) have claimed this antisense reading frame to be a spurious consequence of the high conservation of the HSP70 gene, casting doubt on the homology of its (supposed) protein product to the active members of the NAD-GDH family. Thus, unraveling a mystery of fundamental importance is at stake.
Long AS-NRF
Following Rother et al. (1997) , we shall distinguish truly functional open reading frames (ORF) from non-stop reading frames (NRF) that have only a potential to be translated.
There is a strong selection for maintenance of a very long AS-NRF in the HSP70 gene in A. klebsiana. Quite telling in this regard are the excesses of serine TCG (16 per 652 positions) and leucine TTG codons. Due to high mutability of CpGs, one would expect frequent transitions of this TCG into synonymous TCA, which is complementary to the TGA stop-codon. It may seem reasonable to ascribe this excess of silent CpGs in coding regions to the epigenetic control of gene expression. However, the question arises: Why is the preference of such CpGs not observed beyond the gene proper, at least in the 5 0 -UTR? Immediately upstream of the NRF region we do see, in the same reading frame, 18 TCAs vs. 8 TCGs (out of 520 positions total). Furthermore, the CpG-associated epigenetic hypothesis obviously does not work for the leucine TTG/TTA pair (TTA is complementary to the TAA stopcodon). Even though the leucine TTG is apparently not as mutable as the serine TCG, the 12:0 TTGs vs. TTA ratio within the 652 codon-long gene, as contrasted to the 7:9 ratio within the aforementioned 520 positions of the 5 0 -UTR, speaks for itself. Interestingly, neither the leucine CTG nor its likely mutational derivative CTA (complement of the TAG nonsense-codon) are found within the gene proper, whereas we see them in both upstream and downstream vicinities: in total 6 CTAs vs. 4 CTGs per 858 positions.
All of the above unambiguously point to selection against these Leu and Ser codons in the sense strand and, complementarily, against stop-codons in the antisense strand. Could not the selection work through biases in nucleotide composition (towards G and C), and thus in codon usage, just as certain other commonly cited general factors of the sort? It certainly could, but it would be very unlikely to completely account for the phenomenon of long AS-NRFs. There is something else at work here, more HSP70-specific. Indeed, let us take into consideration the fact that long NRFs are also found in other paralogs and orthologs of the A. klebsiana AS-HSP70. Williams et al (2009) mention this as evidence of the ''simple'' conservation of HSP70 genes on the opposite strand and refer the readers to Rother et al. (1997) , Silke (1997) for explanation(s) alternative to the SAS coding. Furthermore, it is telling that Duax has shown that the dehydrogenase family of genes also is replete with long, in-frame AS-NRFs (Duax et al. 2005) , despite the fact that the dehydrogenase family has diverged considerably more than has the HSP70 family.
The primary (and most popular) alternative hypothesis to account for the prevalence of long AS-NRFs suggests that they do not function (and, therefore, are not preserved by selection) at the protein level-they exist because the antisense RNA might directly regulate the level of sense RNA via sense-antisense duplex formation (Rother et al. 1997; Silke 1997) . Note in this regard that antisense transcription was indeed detected for the HSP70 gene in A. klebsiana (LeJohn et al. 1994) and this important fact is also mentioned in (Williams et al. 2009 ).
The negative regulation of gene expression by antisense transcripts does exist, one of the more spectacular examples being the murine HOXa 11 gene [(Hsieh-Li et al. 1995) ; see also Lemons and McGinnis (2006) ]. We tested this gene's exons for selection favoring silent CpGs and, accordingly, occurrence of TCA and TTA codons. Despite the strong bias towards silent CpGs (probably caused by its epigenetic regulation via CpG methylation) this relatively short (313 codons) gene still contains the aforementioned stop-complementary TCA and TTA codons. Thus, the hypotheses of sense-antisense duplex formation and the presence of long NRF (or even ORFs) on the antisense strand are not necessarily interconnected. In this respect, the HOXa 11 gene might serve as a perfect control for the HSP70 gene of A. klebsiana with its putative SAS coding. However, worthy of noting here, neither for HSP70 (Rother et al. 1997; Silke 1997) , nor for HOX genes (Hsieh-Li et al. 1995; Lemons and McGinnis 2006) , the authors exclude the possibility that not only antisense transcripts but their putative relatively small proteins (encoded in-frame with the sense ones) regulate genes expression by repressing the sense transcripts. This issue will be discussed in much more detail elsewhere (Branciamore, Riggs and Rodin, in preparation).
Further, according to the antisense regulation hypothesis, the presence of in-frame stop-codons on the antisense RNA would result in its premature degradation, hence inability to regulate activity of the sense mRNA [ (Rother et al. 1997; Silke 1997; reviewed in Culbertson (1999) ]. However, the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) hypothesis in fact tacitly implies not only the existence of the long AS-NRF but also its reading by the ribosome machinery during translation. Thus, the NMD hypothesis is not actually alternative to the SAS coding; on the contrary, it appears to logically suggest the latter! Importantly, if even we assume that the NMD of antisense transcripts does occur and, more, that the ribosome reads (and recognizes stop-codons) but does not translate the antisense RNA, one still wonders: Why should this strange ''translation-innocent'' reading of AS transcripts occur in the same frame? Indeed, it seems self-evident that a sense-antisense duplex does not presume any (same or not) reading frame for its formation. However, shifting the reading frame by one or two base(s) in the sense HSP70 sequence of A. klebsiana (as well as in all other HSP70 (and short chain dehydrogenase) genes with long AS-NRF) reveals numerous CTA, TTA and TCA triplets that are complemented by stop-codons on the corresponding antisense sequences.
We see only one reasonable explanation for all of the above: the NMD and SAS hypotheses do not exclude each other. Moreover, the NMD-based explanation of long AS-NRF in the HSP70 gene of A. klebsiana makes sense if and only if this explanation actually implies that the AS-HSP70 was recently (or even still is) not just an AS-NRF, but a true (not spurious) AS-ORF-and, importantly, in the same reading frame. If it is a true, translatable antisense gene, then the next question is: What protein could it code for?
Homology of AS-HSP70 to NAD-GDH The essence of the argument advanced by Williams et al (2009) is their skepticism that the AS-HSP70 is a functional gene for the canonical NAD-specific GDH in A. klebsiana (shown aligned with its closest counterpart from the oomycete Aphanomyces euteiches in Fig. 4) . True or not, this is largely immaterial. What does matter is the evidence presented below that this AS-HSP70 gene belongs to the NAD-GDH family and is still either functionally active (for example as a stress protein) or just starting on the road of degradation into a pseudogene. This evidence unifies the diverse threads on the conservation of AS-NRFs opposite both HSP70 and short chain dehydrogenase genes by reinforcing the proposal that these two protein families descended from a single SAS ancestral gene.
Paralogous pairs of genes descended from a common ancestor by a trivial duplication and pairs of genes that originated from a common SAS ancestor (usually in the very remote past, with subsequent duplication when the simultaneous SAS co-evolution became too constraining) differ in a fundamental respect. SAS-originated gene pairs would be expected to show a significantly greater complementarity at the central codon positions. In other words, we have to check the genes of interest not just on the aa identity index but also the complementarity of their codons' second positions in head-to-tail alignments. This approach results in more than 50% of the 2nd bases showing complementarity for the 404-position region [see Fig. 2 in Williams et al. (2009) , where all three sequences in question (A. klebsiana AS-NRF, Neurospora crassa NAD-GDH, and A. euteiches contig)] are aligned. This is significantly higher than *25-30% expected by chance alone (Pham et al. 2007) .
The alignment in Fig. 4 represents perhaps the most convincing evidence in support of the origin of genes encoding NAD-specific GDH and HSP70 (homologs of the class I and class II aaRS, respectively) from complementary, sense and antisense, strands of one ancestral gene.
Common ancestry of all HSP70 (only four are presented in Fig. 4 , just for the visualization purposes) is patently obvious and does not require significance testing. Figure 4 shows a key 46-residue segment of the putative SAS alignment derived from the region of HSP70 homologous to Motif 2 of the class II aaRS. The alignment suggests that the same can be said about their possible antisense homologs-NAD-specific GDHs shown above the AS-HSP70 of A. klebsiana.
Adding to that, of all proteins known to date, the heat shock protein is one of the oldest and most evolutionarily conserved (Gupta and Golding 1993; Gupta 1998) . Consistent with this antiquity is its main function-protection from heat-and other stress-induced damages that very likely threatened young life in the primitive harsh conditions of early Earth (high temperature and deficient oxygen). Therefore, it would be unwise to discount any reliably established SAS similarity (even fragmental) between HSP70 and other evolutionarily old proteins.
The HSP70 gene fragment and its antisense complementary replica from A. klebsiana (two sequences in the center of Fig. 4 ) are important and worthy of a closer analysis. Indeed: -Within this region, the AS-ORF of the HSP70 gene from A. klebsiana shows the maximum, obviously nonrandom, similarity with NAD-specific GDH and other related proteins of the Rossmann fold (including those from the very remote species) (Fig. 4 ). -One small ''patch'' of SAS complementarity (enclosed in the blue vertical rectangle in Fig. 4 ) is particularly fascinating: the rather conservative sense Ala-Thr-Ala tripeptide from HSP70 is converted into the antisense Ser-Ser-Ser, which actually represents a signature tripeptide of fungal NAD-specific GDH enzymes. Fig. 4 and the SSA4 from S. cerevisiae-demonstrate this remarkable complementary transformation of one signature motif, AlaThr-Ala on the sense strand, into another one, Ser-SerSer, on the opposite, antisense, strand. However, in contrast to the A. klebsiana gene, its yeast's ortholog, SSA4, contains numerous TTA (Leu), CTA (Leu), and TCA (Ser) codons, i.e., has no sufficiently long ASORFs. Nonetheless, S. cerevisiae has at least one pair of GDH and HSP70 proteins that show about 90% SAS complementary at the amino acid level (Tropsha, personal communication). -Consistently with this remarkable Ala-Thr-Ala vs. SerSer-Ser complementarity, in the classic scenario of the code origin (Crick et al. 1976; Eigen and Schuster 1979 ; and many others, see also Rodin (2008, 2009) ) the two ''extra'' codons for serine, AGC and AGT, actually represent the primordial RNY code, thus being (presumptively) older than its main TCN coding tetrade. Worthy of mention is the fact that the Fig. 4 Hsp70 vs. NAD-GDH complementarity. Shown in the center (opposite directions) are two complementary sequences: the fragment of the HSP70 gene of the A. klebsiana and its (head-to-tail aligned) antisense complement, denoted AK-s and AK-as, respectively. Under the AK-s, the homologous sequence fragments of yeast (SSA2, SSA3, and SSB1) and bovine (Bos taurus, BT) HSP70 genes are aligned from left to right. Above the AK-as, from right to left, we mapped the homologous pieces of NAD-specific GDH genes of N. crassa (NC) (following the alignment in Fig. 2 Carter and Duax (2002) genes made of solely RNY codons are SAS codingprone since they are free of stop triplets and their complements. -It should also be noted that the aforementioned possible SAS origin of the Ala-Thr-Ala vs. Ser-Ser-Ser complementarity represents only a small fraction of the nonrandom complementarity that the entire region certainly displays (Fig. 4) . -The segment shown in Fig. 4 is a special one in that it appears to be highly (if not most) important evolutionarily. Indeed, in the upstream proximity, all HSP70 contain a signature motif of nine amino acids, V/I D L G G G D/E F E that is extremely old and seems to have already occurred in a common ancestor to all life (Gupta and Golding 1993) . Moreover, this nine aa-long motif is in fact a multiple repeated building unit of HSP70-its modified duplicate T H L G G E D F D (enclosed in a black-bounded horizontal yellow rectangle in Fig. 4 ) is located just downstream of the aforementioned Ala-Thr-Ala that complements the SerSer-Ser tripeptide of GDH2 genes. -Furthermore, the putative complement of the Pxxx-HIGH of class I aaRSs, i.e., the motif 2 of class II aaRSs (Rodin and Ohno 1995) is located just downstream, in close vicinity to the EVKATAGD-THLGGEDFD signature motif of HSP70 proteins,. This location reflects the still-evident complementarity of primary coding sequences (about 70% of 2nd bases) and, especially, some two-dimensional elements (Carter and Duax 2002) . This is what the ancestral ''frozen complementarity'' of the two catalytic modules (and the principle of evolutionary continuity) would predict for the present-day homologs of class I and class II aaRSs, including GDH and HSP70.
Conclusion
Of all the HSP70 genes available today, the only one that has a very long AS-NRF and, at the same time, is complemented by the NAD-specific GDH signature motif G(I/ V)TSSSLDF (with uniquely encoded three serines in the middle) on the antisense strand appears to be the HSP70 gene of A. klebsiana. The SAS coding readily explains the Leu and Ser codon usage pattern in this gene and its orthologs and paralogs, with and without CTA, TTA, and TCA complements of stop-codons. In fact, the NMD-based explanation of long AS-NRFs does not exclude the SAS coding, but rather implies it. However, whether this AS-NRF is still translated (being actually AS-ORF), or has recently ceased to be, is not that important. What really matters is the substantive evidence for SAS homology between HSP70 and NAD-GDH genes, and the ease with which, for instance, A. klebsiana, having a long AS-ORF, might ''explore'' the validity of antisense proteins. Moreover, such ''exploration'' might have been very commonplace with primordial life, while the genetic code was in the process of being molded. We believe, though, that evolution continues to be a highly opportunistic process and should not miss any novelty provided by the SAS coding. We share the well-grounded opinion of Yomo et al (1992) that AS-NRFs are still the cradle of new proteins. Apparently, the HSP70 gene of A. klebsiana is a very good candidate to represent this ''atavistic'' source of novelties. After all, one should not ignore the following facts: (1) this gene in A. klebsiana is exceptional in that its lack of CTA, TTA, and TCA codons does not actually follow the general correlation with C and G in synonymous positions, i.e. here we, indeed, face an abnormally long AS-NRF (Silke 1997) ; and (2) although we agree with Williams et al. (2009) that the gene from oomycete Aphanomyces euteiches (Fig. 4) represents the canonical NAD-GDH gene (not sequenced in A. klebsiana), they did not take into account that of two different possible glutamate dehydrogenase genes in A. klebsiana and closely related species, only the one expressed under nitrogen stress is relevant as a functional gene product from the HSP70 AS-NRF.
At any rate, this updated analysis confirms that in A. klebsiana a single gene might have originally coded for an HSP70-like chaperonin (class II aaRS homolog) and a dehydrogenase (class I aaRS homolog) via its sense and antisense strands. This ''Rosetta stone'' for the simultaneous sense-antisense origin of aaRS classes (Carter and Duax 2002 ) might be partly eroded by now, but it is still unmistakably there.
